Short-term copper exposure as a selection pressure for antibiotic resistance and metal resistance in an agricultural soil.
Owing to the similar mechanisms of antibiotic and metal resistance, there is a growing concern that metal contamination may select for antibiotic resistance genes (ARGs) in the environment. Here, we constructed short-term laboratory microcosms to investigate the dynamics of a wide range of ARGs and two copper (Cu) resistance genes in an agricultural soil amended with a gradient of Cu concentrations (0~1000 mg kg-1). Mobile genetic elements (MGEs) were also quantified as a proxy for the horizontal gene transfer potential of ARGs. We detected 126 unique ARGs across all the soil samples using the high-capacity quantitative PCR array, and multidrug and β-lactam resistance were the most abundant ARG categories. The copper amendments significantly enhanced the absolute and relative abundances of ARGs and MGEs, which gradually increased along the gradient of increasing Cu concentrations. The two Cu resistance genes (copA and pcoR) were highly enriched in low-level Cu treatment (50 and 100 mg kg-1), and their abundances decreased with the increasing Cu concentrations. The level of metal and antibiotic resistance gradually declined over time in all Cu-amended treatments but was still considerably higher in contaminated soils than untreated soils after 56 days' incubation. Significant associations among ARGs and MGEs were revealed by the network analysis, suggesting the mobility potential of antibiotic resistance in Cu-amended soils. No significant positive correlations were found between ARGs and copper resistance genes, suggesting that these genes are not located in the same bacterial hosts. Taken together, our results provide empirical evidence that short-term copper stress can cause evolution of high-level antibiotic and metal resistance and significantly change the diversity, abundance, and horizontal transfer potential of soil ARGs.